Intensive Care Society Swindon Workshop Report
Holding an ICS workshop on a hot summer's day dUring school holidays is on the face of it, not the brightest idea, unless the content of the day is very appealing. Fortunately the quality of presentations at this workshop ensured that those who gave up a days work, sunbathing or watching the Open golf on television were well rewarded.
Dr Malcolm Watters
The Great Western Hospital. The workshop opened up with an all encompassing talk on Renal Failure by Gory 13aigel, one of our own Consultants in Anaesthesia and Intensive Care. In a beautifully structured talk, he skilfully gUided the audience through every aspect including renal physiology, preventative measures and treatment of established renal failure. The lively discussion that followed included an interesting vote on the use of frusemide in impending renal failure. Clearly there is still Wide variation in practice throughout units in the UK. Following this entertaining start, we were then treated to a masterclass on weaning from mechanical ventilation, through our own resident ventilation expert, Tony Pickworth, Consultant in Anaesthesia and Intensive Care at the Great Western Hospital. The highlight of this talk was a beautiful explanation of proportional pressure support (PPS), hereafrer known as Pickworth's Power Steering! During the talk we were also treated to that roresr of pictures, a completely empty intensive core unit (taken on 1/12/02, the day before we accepted our first admissions). A break for coffee was followed by Andrew Leonord, one of our chest physicians at the Greot Western Hospital giving a well illustrated talk on the management of Pulmonory Embolism. The diagnosis and management of massive pulmonory embolus is still a difficult problem in ITUs, and Dr Leonard provided some clear quldonce for us to follow.
After a break for lunch, which included a tour of our new Intensive Care Unit for those who so Wished, we were treated to a talk from ICS council member Dr David Goldhill on 13lood and the Critically III. This rolk covered the risl~benefit analysis of tolerating anaemia in the ITU. The weight of evidence now seems to be in favour of keeping the Hb between 8 and 10 g/dL, and rhls was demonstrated through discussion of a number of well constructed trials.
The final session of 0 truly excellent day of presentations was completed by Dr Marguerite Hill, Consultant Senior Lecturer in Neurology at Frenchay Hospital 13ristol. Talking on Peripheral Neurological failure, she covered Guillain Borre. critical illness polyneuropathy and her own interest, myasthenia gravis before finally raising the ethical dilemma of patients with progressive neuromusculor disease presenting with respiratory failure. With improvements in core, these patients ore now living longer, and with better quality of life, so that the first presentation of respiratory failure need not necessarily be the sign of terminal decline, particularly when techniques such as home ventilation are becoming more available. This will have considerable effect on ITU resources as more people are offered support that ten or so yeors ago might not have been. This last point prompted lively debate and was a suitably thought provokinq conclusion on which to send the delegates home.
Feedbock from the meeting wos very favourable. The venue, its ease of access and catering were well received and there was genuine recognition rhor all speokers had delivered rolks of great insight and interest, and from which all delegates left educationally enhanced. First impressions of out brand new hospital. its education centre and position with views over the beautiful Wiltshire countryside were also well received. Holding an ICS workshop is rewarding experience and one I would recommend to anyone considering it. Special rhonks go to Eleanor Gale at the ICS, who made my rosk of local organiser a particularly easy one. This turned out to be the last workshop rhor she will organise before moving on and I rhonk her far all the hard work she put in to rnoke the day run smoothly.
It remains for me to thanl~wholeheartedly the speokers who made the day so enjoyable, the Intensive Care Society and Trade sponsors who supported the meeting.
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